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Cloud Accountant Today’s goal is to help you win new accountancy clients by building 
you better brands, better websites and better online marketing campaigns. If you are 
looking to re build your website so it works better for your business then contact us 
today

The times of relying on telemarketing, referrals and networking for new accountancy clients are over. With 
the new breed of cloud accountants comes a new breed of marketing. And that is by using action triggered 
process flows for new client acquisition. ATPM, as we like to call it.

Cloud Accountant Today are the pioneers of this process and have outlined 3 essential steps for you to 
follow to make this process possible for your firm.

Don’t let the simplicity of this guide fool you. 

The ATPM process is powerful and profitable when done correctly.
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The biggest similarity between all of the Big 4 accountancy firms and the fastest growing accountancy 
practices that we work with have one thing in common; they market to specific sectors to promote their 
sector-tailored accountancy services.

To do this, decide which sectors you want to target and then create new pages on your website which 
resonate with that audience.

For example, you could target e-commerce companies by creating a new content rich page on your website 
that:

• Offers useful information such as tax saving strategies for e-commerce vendors, to gain their interest
• Include testimonials from other companies in the same sector to gain their trust
• Outlines pertinent accountancy services that you can help them with

#1: TARGET SPECIFIC SECTORS WITH SPECIFIC CONTENT 
PAGES ON YOUR WEBSITE



EXAMPLE SECTORS INCLUDE: 

Online vendors
GP Surgeries
Design agencies
Construction
Law firms
Landlords

CONTENT IDEAS INCLUDE: 

X Tax saving strategies for “Online vendors”
A book keeping process for GP Surgeries
RND Tax credits for design agencies
Invoicing software of construction workers
A testimonial from a law firm
The best cloud accounting platform for “Landlords”

The more specific you can be, and more information you can provide the better.



#2: CREATE SECTOR TARGETED TRAFFIC PIPE LINES

So you’ve created your new sector-specific page, what’s next? You need to start generating traffic to that 
page; from which you can then generate leads.

The first thing to do is identify the best traffic sources to target the decision makers of that chosen industry. 
Which sources will depend on the chosen industry.

Don’t waste time with Search Engine Optimisation at this point. Whilst it’s free, it is very time consuming 
and can take years to get any decent results. Instead use a combination of Social Prospecting and online 
advertising.

For example, you can easily connect with the decision makers of SME’s via Twitter for nothing, whereas 
connecting with the FD of a large corporate using LinkedIn Inmail (paid service), would be far more effective. 
Consider the examples on the next page.



Social media, email marketing, referral campaigns and guest posting are also great ways to 
drive traffic. However, they take longer to set up and should only be done after considering 

paid traffic sources.

TWITTER 
SME / START-UPS

Tech Firms
E-Commerce
Hospitality

Graphic Designers
Consultants

FACEBOOK ADVERTISING
SELF EMPLOYED

Construction
Maintenance

Personal Trainers
Ex Pats

Nurseries / Childcare

LINKEDIN INMAIL
B2B

Legal
Financial

Healthcare 
Charities
Insurance



What ever traffic source you decide, make sure that it is measured, your results are documented and it’s 
possible to scale up the most effective route. Sound confusing? we can help kickstart your traffic.

Just call 01392 247207 today to get started.



#3: TURN YOUR WEBSITE INTO A LEAD GENERATING 
DIGITAL MACHINE
Once you’ve decided which markets you want to target and prepared a good traffic campaign, you want 
to make sure that your website is optimised to turn your website visitors into leads. Unless your website 
and brand is up-to-date then we would never suggest launching a campaign; your chances of converting a 
website visitor to a lead are dramatically lowered with a poor aesthetic.

CONSIDER THESE ESSENTIAL  ELEMENTS TO INTEGRATE INTO YOUR WEBSITE

• Downloadable content gateways so you can 
offer content such as accountancy advice for a 
specific sector in return for their email address. 

• Live Chat Plug In so you can talk to people whilst 
they are on your website. 
 

• A question based enquiry form to encourage 
queries from prospects. 

• Request a meeting pop up to make it easy for 
people to diarise a call. 

• Skype / Social links to make it easy for prospects 
to connect with your sales team. 
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If you are looking to turn your website into a 
well optimised, lead generating tool for your business 

 call 01392 247207 or  visit www.cloudaccountant.today

82% of accountants websites we see are outdated

Get over 20 years of lead generation experience rolled into
one simple and affordable website to help turbo charge your practice.



CONTACT US

we can help you with all the technology that helps make this possible, including:

• Refreshing your brand to suit a more connected audience
• Site build and modification to incorporate these cutting edge lead generation methods
• Smart marketing campaigns which take advantage of ATPM



CloudAccountant.today is a full service web design and marketing agency that 
specialises in helping accountants build better brands, better websites and better 

online marketing campaigns to turbo charge their accountancy practice.

To get started in learning how we can help your accountancy practice
01392 247207 or email guy@cloudaccountant.today ‘today’!
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